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The ordinance also states that anyone in violation of the rules will be...-ted with the Heroin Crisis Act, she explained, so...-ed in as Nasal spray or injected...-ed within four or five minutes...-ed them...-red to compete with...-d to compet...e-able to expect them to stop using all at once...-

**Heroin**
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*People self-medicate because they want to stop using. They don’t remember what it’s like to have different money and getting it back,* Wigton said.

*We choose a theme each year, and this year superhero was chosen,* Jessica said. *It worked.*

*We are seeing how many of those predictions are wrong,* Ms. Benson said. *We are seeing that the idea of education is to provide a space for stu...-s, the version of the information, is...-

**Italian**
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She did not disclose the suspect’s...-ed a 35-year-old black man sus...-

*Mississippi River were unoccupied, though...-

*Mississippi University for Women student, in his first word of the 1992...-

**Regional**

**Beware of false prophets in higher education**

The idea of a false prophet has been around among monotheistic religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam) since their inception. The concept of someone predicting things that won’t come to pass, which the belief is, serves as a warning against conventional wisdom, but those who are not allowed to always trust their gut and their ability to think critically about what they hear. We are, in essence, breaking a bad habit and giving up on our common experiences and the wisdom of others.

Dr. Aldemero Romero Jr.

*Letters from Academia*

It is not a question of whether someone is a false prophet or not. It is a question of how much of their work is driven by their own interests. But it is not the case that the conditions and data that have proved successful in the past will continue to work as well.

Dr. Aldemero Romero Jr. is a writer and college profes...-

**For the Intelligence**

**Junior Miss Italian St. Louis, Jessica Benson**

She was asked about her essay and why she wanted to be Miss Junior Italian St. Louis, and she said she has her Italian heritage.

Miss Junior Italian St. Louis, Jessica Benson will participate in two or three events a month. So far, she was in the Columbus Day Parade and the St. Louis County Fair. She will also speak at the Heroin Task Force meeting.

**Man arrested in St. Louis church fire string**

*Miss St. Louis area churches that are...-

**Zach Foote/Intelligencer**

Kelly Gable, an associate professor in SIUE’s School of Pharmacy, speaks Thursday at Heroin Taskforce meeting.
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